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HOW WE CREATE OUR FUTURE WITH OUR OWN THOUGHT-FORMS (Car on Road Analogy) 

 

TG 8.5.14 

So there is the question of this one of how is the knowing known. I explain properly with the picture. 

When this one is in night, it go from here to, it know all the way, easy, always do same way. But 

when in light it can see all the fields and buildings, know they are they are there, but when no light 

cannot see but know they are there, know the way. So same when new fast can see, can have 

knowing of bits to come next from the light of the way, but the way is set by the energy, the 

thought-form of this one, it is set for the own way. No other can set this, not Inner Being, not any 

other, only this one and for you also. You can only set your own path. And the seeing it is just a small 

part of the path, but how, if you see a part of the path and go, I no like, I no want that, big fear, want 

different path, how you change it? It simple, you change your thought form. Now the problem, yes, 

for all you have the thought-form after the thing. You have a thing that brings joy and you feel joy. 

You have a thing that bring fear and you feel fear. For me it is like you have the front of car you see, 

but what has not come yet you see from your light (headlights), but the thought-form it is set not by 

what you want to see, no it is set by what you have just had the knowing of, that sets the thought-

form. If something in the glass from behind you, what has been, was nice, you feel nice so in your 

front glass you see in the light the thing nice, I want this.  But if there was a thing not nice from the 

back behind glass of what had been, your thought-form is not nice. You have set your own thought-

form from what was and that brings the next thing to you. Tis like drive your car with your head in 

the back window, not the front window. Not how you want to drive properly. So the change must be 

to not set the thought-form from what has been, set the thought-form for what you are wanting to 

come next, not what has been. 

 

Like saying give me health, I feel healthy. Give me big much money, I feel rich. Ah no good, will not 

have health or money because would need it first. Does not happen, cannot drive the car from the 

head looking back, head have to look at front. I hope this one will understand. Want the knowing of 

that, tis important. 

 

LG 9.6.14 

I explain this, important for all here. I have use picture for this one, you the Wooden Doll, you are 

make the thought-form in each moment, many thing you are thinking of, some I want, some I not 

want, yes? When you are thinking I wanting then all things that are wanted by you, they can attach 

to you and the thing not wanting, they cannot for you. I say to this one, it like the car, it go on the 

road. There in the dark. You have knowing there many tree and house and lots of things at the side 

and in front and behind. You knowing all them, you knowing that road but you seeing only the part 

in the front where you going. That your what to come next now. Your car go on that road but that 

because of the vibration of the thought-form in your head. Maybe that not wanted, you have a 

choosing. I can have the happy, I can have not thinking of this thing I am not wanting, I can have the 

choosing of things I am wanting. Maybe it nice things I like eat. This one chocolate. I think I have 

chocolate in my mouth. It not there but I have the thinking the thought-form of the chocolate. It the 



same, it have the same power for building the thought-form as the real chocolate have, yes, no 

different. Have the picture in the head of the chocolate you are wanting and then in all things in that 

moment the what I am wanting they can attach to this Wooden Doll and the things that are not 

wanted they cannot have the fitting to the Wooden Doll. The car have changed to a different one, it 

not now on the ‘I not wanting this’ road. It on the ‘chocolate’ road. All thing wanted, that road. 


